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Qiao Mu, who was sitting among the audience, abruptly stood up, her piercing gaze fixed on Peng 

Zhang. 

 

“Hanzi, quickly admit defeat! Come down.” Lu Yun had also stood up and was watching her disciple 

anxiously. 

 

No sooner said than done, the eight-legged venomous spider suddenly spit out venom with a hiss, its 

sharp venomous fangs biting fiercely into the silver wolf’s claw. 

 

The silver wolf was extremely intelligent and naturally knew how frightfully fearsome this thousand-

faced venomous spider’s mouth was. 

 

However, just as it wanted to flee, it discovered that something had hooked its toe. Lowering its head 

for a look, it saw that a wad of spider web had unexpectedly entangled its claw without its notice. 

 

The thousand-face venomous spider climbed up and bit into the silver wolf’s white-furred skin. 

 

The silver wolf immediately collapsed and rolled about in pain. 

 

On the other end, when Chen Hanzi inwardly cursed “sh*t” after realizing that she had breathed in a 

strange fragrance, she heard the silver wolf’s anguished howl all of a sudden and panicked. With this 

second distraction, Peng Zhang’s mystic spider silk was already swiping towards her neck. 

 

“Punk, you dare!” Lu Yun hollered, her reddened eyes almost bursting from their sockets. 

 

Upon seeing that the development wasn’t right, Xixia Valley’s Valley Master also jumped up immediately 

and stretched out his hand to put a stop to it, declaring, “Ghost Faction disciple! You have won, so 

release the Holy Water Sect disciple this instant and descend the stage quickly! Split up! Split up!” 



 

However, the valley master’s shouts were of no use at all! It couldn’t stop Peng Zhang’s crazed conduct 

at all! 

 

In her moment of extreme peril, Chen Hanzi tilted her body and bent her neck backwards to evade the 

mystic spider silk. 

 

Unfortunately, her brain was muddle-headed and swelled at this time, and her mobility was greatly 

affected. Her limbs felt as if they were restrained by something and moved uncommonly slowly, her 

whole body in fatigue. 

 

Although she evaded Peng Zhang’s fatal blow to her neck, she couldn’t avoid it striking her shoulder with 

the slack in her movement. 

 

The spider silk stabbed into her shoulder. 

 

Chen Hanzi already couldn’t sense the pain in her shoulder at this time. She only felt that her body was 

very, very heavy. Her head was so weighty that she had difficulty balancing it, and her body suddenly 

collapsed backwards onto the stage with a thud. 

 

“Senior Sister Chen!” 

 

“Junior Sister Hanzi!” 

 

The Holy Water Sect senior and junior sisters all stood up and cried out angrily. 

 

Xixia Valley’s Valley Master promptly ascended the stage swiftly and grabbed Peng Zhang’s wrist that 

was still about to make a move. The valley master glanced coldly at him, then said, “Ghost Faction 

disciple Peng Zhang is victorious.” 



 

“Humph!” With great unwillingness, Peng Zhang forcefully flung away the valley master’s hand and leapt 

down from the stage. 

 

When he passed by his junior sister Chou An’s side, Peng Zhang halted and whispered to her, “Junior 

Sister, how did I do?” 

 

Chou An revealed a harsh look in her single eye from underneath her headscarf, then nodded with a 

smile to say, “Senior Brother, you did very well this time.” 

 

On the other end, several Holy Water Sect senior sisters had long ran up onto the stage to carry Chen 

Hanzi and her silver wolf out of the arena. 

 

The injuries on both the person and the beast oozed out black fluid, and they were both at their last 

gasp. The silver wolf, especially, was injured extremely severely by the thousand-faced venomous 

spider. Its skin was continuously festering and dropping onto the ground in batches. 

 

“Ghost Faction, you’re so despicable, to go as far as to use this kind of wretched poison!” After standing 

up furiously, Doya broke out in insults as she pointed in the Ghost Faction’s direction. 

 

“Don’t say despicable, this little sister from the Holy Water Sect. This is a competition! As long as you 

can defeat your opponent, it doesn’t matter whether you use drugs or poison. As long as you execute 

your method correctly and defeat the other person, then it’s your win!” 


